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With the advent of the internet, the way we learn has
seen a massive transformation. Internet-based learning
has grown at a rapid pace without much structure to it
and without involving existing academic institutions. This
has caused a huge co-ordination problem amongst all
participants in the education system. Education is the
cornerstone of great societies and education systems
need to evolve with the times. Under 25 proposes a
paradigm called Decentralised Education (DeEd) that
seeks to solve this co-ordination problem by enabling:

I

II

III

IV

Decentralised
Learning Communities
Universal Reputation
Standards

Reputation-Based
Personalisation

In a paper by E. Glen Weyl, Puja Ohlhaver, Vitalik
Buterin called “Decentralized Society: Finding Web3’s
Soul” the concept of non-transferable NFTs called
“Soulbound Tokens” (SBTs) were introduced. The idea of
a Decentralised Society (DeSoc) is based on the fact that
Web3 requires a layer of reputation linked to a person’s
real-world identity. A person’s on-chain presence is
represented in the form a wallet that is called their “Soul”.
The commitments, credentials, and affiliations of Souls can
be established by SBTs which can then provide full context
in the real economy. Since an SBT is non-transferrable, the
Soul that owns the token has earned it. This will establish
provenance and reputation of the person when they
interact on-chain.

From the New York Times, October 5, 1952
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Leveraging Academic
Institutions

Under 25 Universe
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This paper extracts concepts from the DeSoc
paradigm and talks about how Web3 plays an
important role in DeEd.
A combination of SBTs and off-chain Verifiable
Credentials (VCs) can solve for identity and reputation.
DAO-like incentive, ownership and governance
structures powered by user-centric applications can
solve for decentralised learning communities that keep
learning and meritocracy at the core.

DeEd is implemented in digital environments like the
Under 25 Universe, which is further described in this
paper. With 8 years of insights from building youth
culture and edutainment experiences, Under 25
has designed the Under 25 Universe with the core
principle of always keeping the student at the centre.
The goal is to enable the core aspects of DeEd by
offering gamified learning and community frameworks
like Quests, Missions, Steps, Drills, etc. to network
participants.

In this paper,
we talk about:
The fundamental concepts of DeEd and how Web3 will play a key
role in its implementation.
The Under 25 Universe and how it implements DeEd through a
mobile-first user experience.
Connecting a student’s real-life and in-app experience to a universal
reputation system.
The impact of student-led change; is derived from real-life stories
and statistics of students that have been a part of the Under 25
Universe over the past 10 years.
Our concerns around DeEd and its implementation.
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Introduction
to DeEd

Learning on the internet has created
parallels to the incumbent formal education
system. A student on the internet can
learn almost anything for free. However,
due to fragmentation of information and
network participants, today’s system of
education faces inefficiencies in:

I
Dynamism

The Dependance on inflexible and increasingly irrelevant
teaching methods of academic institutions.

II
Learning Communities

Lack of clear incentive, ownership & governance
structures for diverse & valuable peer-learning groups
to flourish.

III
Reputation Building

Lack of universal standards for capturing &
representing every unit of a student’s reputation
(expertise, achievements, activities, certifications, etc.)
with verifiable credentials.

IV
Reputation Portability

Personalised discovery and access to the right
learning resources, educators, communities and
work opportunities for a student is gated at an
application level.

Without a co-ordinated and universal framework
for education as a whole, the potential impact
of education on society is limited. Decentralised
Education (DeEd) is a proposed paradigm to enhance
the efficiency of the existing education system and
make it free, fair and open to all.
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Network
Participants Friends in DeEd
The DeEd paradigm has 4 participants:

Students
Validators
Enablers
Experts

1
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STU
DE
NT
S

Students are defined
as people who actively
participate in learning.

Learning includes,
Being part of academic institutions,
Consuming content on the internet,
Interacting with experts & peers,
Reading books,
Gaining working experience etc.

11
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[ VALIDATION ]
In order for any credential to hold value as a unit
of reputation, it needs to be provably issued by an
identifiable body.
For example, a college degree is a unit of reputation
represented by a credential (physical certificate) issued to
a student by an academic institution.
Validators in DeEd are reputed actors who issue digital
verifiable credentials to a Student as a validated unit of
reputation.

[ VALIDATORS ]
Apps and dApps (like ed-techs)
Academic institutions
Institution affiliates (clubs, fests,
fraternities, sororities, alumni
associations, etc.)
Companies
DAOs
Professional bodies
Non-Professional bodies
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Enablers add value to Students by
providing opportunities, access and/
or financial resources. They interact
with Students either for-profit or
not-for-profit.

Companies
DAOs
Scholarship & grant programs
Lending protocols
Non-profits and charities

15
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S
T
R
E
P
X
E
Experts are people who share subject-matter
expertise. They add value to Students via content,
structured learning modules, work opportunities,
advice and networking opportunities. They operate
in DeEd to give back to the community, build
a community of their own and monetise these
communities.

Educators / Teachers
Thought leaders, domain
experts & professionals
Students with expertise who
turn into thought leaders
17
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Decentralised
Learning
Communities
DLCs are Expert-led, Student-driven, learning communities
that form/exist in digital and phygital contexts.
They are meant to enable better learning & networking outcomes
for Students and give Experts sovereignty over their community &
subject-matter.
Clear incentive,
ownership and
governance
structures

Peer-to-peer
learning
structures

Concepts
of DeEd
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Controls for
privacy and
discoverability

Under 25 Universe
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DLCs have:

User-friendly
tooling platforms
that enable
various kinds
of teaching
mediums and
strong community
management

Under 25 Universe

Leveraging
Academic
Institutions
Experts and Enablers are able to build enhanced internet-based
learning experiences by permissionlessly connecting to students
and teachers in academic institutions.
They are able to leverage the following attributes of an academic
institution:
01

21

DeEd DOESN’T PROPOSE
COMPETITION WITH EXISTING
ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS,
RATHER STRIVES FOR
INTERNET-BASED APPLICATIONS TO
ESTABLISH A MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL
RELATIONSHIP WITH THEM.

02

strong, recurring
distribution channels
to Students

presence of curated
Student communities &
like-minded peer groups

03

04

presence of curated
Experts communities
(teachers)

presence of
infrastructure,
amenities and resources

05

06

possibilities of
hyperlocal and
physical activities

presence of culture

Under 25 Universe

The goal is to enhance the experience of their students,
teachers and administration who are all
network participants in DeEd.
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Universal
Standards
for

Reputation-Based
Personalisation

A Student’s digital identity and reputation are portable across the
internet and access permissions are completely in their hands.

Verifiable Credential standards contain
quantifiable parameters and indexable tags.

Anybody on the internet can trustlessly cross-verify every unit of
reputation with the Student’s consent.

This enables:

It is proposed that:

Arithmetic and logical operations to be performed on parameters.
Searching, sorting and filtering by relevancy.

All network participants use the Verifiable Credentials standard defined
by W3C.

For example: A DeFi college-loan protocol can utilize the non-financial attributes of a
Student to calculate lending risk in the form of a more accurate credit rating. They can
then rank their list of applications based on creditworthiness and tailor their
pricing accordingly.

A universally accepted standard of issuing and reading credentials is
established. This is achieved when Validators are segmented into sets based
on the types of credentials that they issue.

For example: Academic institutions would be a Validator set. Each set has a
standard set of “required” and “optional” parameters for each Verifiable
Credential that they issue.

23
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Role of
Web3.0
WEB 1

Financial, social and economic systems
are primarily meant to solve the problem of
managing humans at scale by putting money
at the centre and incentivising people to
contribute positively to society.
Web 3.0 enables solving this human
coordination problem with the scale of the
internet but in a more free, fair and open way
to build better societies of tomorrow. With the
possibility of trustless systems, self-sovereign
identity, complete data ownership and
permissionless participation in society, Web
3.0 is our doorway to re-define the incentive
structures of today and transform the basis of
education.

WEB 3
WEB 1

Web 3 empowers and
enables a student-led future.
25
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SBT: Soul Bound Token

Identity and
Reputation
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We initially assume publicity despite our deep
interest in privacy because it is technically
simpler to validate as a proof-of-concept,
even if limited by the subset of tokens people
are willing to publicly share. Later in the paper,
we introduce the concept of “programmable
privacy” for richer use cases.

Decentralised
Society
DeSoc

Imagine a world where most participants
have Souls that store SBTs corresponding
to a series of affiliations, memberships and
credentials. For example, a person might
have a Soul that stores SBTs representing
educational credentials, employment history,
hashes of their writings or works of art. In
their simplest form, these SBTs can be “selfcertified,” similar to how we share information
about ourselves in our CVs. But the true power
of this mechanism emerges when SBTs held
by one Soul can be issued or attested by
other Souls, who are counterparties to these
relationships. These counterparty Souls could
be individuals, companies or institutions. For
example, the Ethereum Foundation could be a
Soul that issues SBTs to Souls who attended
a developer conference. A university could
be a Soul that issues SBTs to graduates. A
stadium could be a Soul that issues SBTs to
longtime Dodgers fans.
Note that there is no requirement for a Soul
to be linked to a legal name, or for there to
be any protocol-level attempt to ensure
“one Soul per human.” A Soul could be
a persistent pseudonym with a range of
SBTs that cannot easily be linked. We also
do not assume non-transferability of Souls
across humans. Instead, we try to illustrate
how these properties, where needed, can
naturally emerge from the design itself. While
blockchain inclusion enables us to trace the
time a particular work was made, SBTs would
enable us to trace the social provenance.”

“Our key primitive
is accounts, or
wallets, that hold
publicly visible, nontransferable (but
possibly revocable
by the issuer) tokens.
We refer to the
accounts as “Souls”
and tokens held by
the accounts as
“Soulbound Tokens”
(SBTs).

Decentralized Society: Finding Web3’s Soul
Written by - E. Glen Weyl, Puja Ohlhaver, Vitalik Buterin
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In order for this decentralised society to exist, it is required to bridge real-world identity with identity on the
internet.
NFTs today do a great job to bring ownership of
real-world and digital assets onto the blockchain. But a
NFT can be transferred or sold. In the real world, there
are many aspects to a person that shouldn’t be sold to
the highest bidder - like a college degree or a driving
license.
Soulbound Tokens (SBTs) are non-transferrable NFTs
aimed to solve this problem. When an SBT is issued to
a wallet (Soul), it is certain that the real-world owner of
that wallet has earned the SBT and not just bought it
off of someone else.

What are
Souls
& Soul
Bound
Tokens?
31

Souls accrue reputation in the form of SBTs and so it
gets increasingly difficult for a person to abandon their
Soul and create a new wallet. They would essentially be
starting from scratch in society.
SBTs exist on a public blockchain and hence can be
accessed by anybody on the internet. It is not advisable
to hold Personally Identifiable Information (PII) on-chain.
In order for DeEd to thrive, a combination of SBTs and
Verifiable Credentials (VCs) can be used.

Under 25 Universe
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While blockchain
inclusion enables
us to trace the
time a particular
work was made,
SBTs would
enable us to
trace the social
provenance.

Under 25 Universe

Unlocking
under-collateralised lending
opportunities by building
verifiable reputation mapped
to an on-chain identity.
Decentralised
key management
Thwarting and
compensating for
co-ordinated
strategic behaviour.
Creating novel
systems based on
decomposable
identity parameters.

The wallet is the Soul,
the token Soul that holds a

Establishing social
provenance.

Decentralized Society: Finding Web3’s Soul
Written by - E. Glen Weyl, Puja Ohlhaver, Vitalik Buterin
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Verifiable
Credentials (VCs)

Solving for Identity
and Reputation
in DeEd
SBTs would be used as a sort of “key” to enter
a specific context (application / network). The
SBT would not hold any PII but would record
the progress of the user in that context, which
can even be relayed visually onto a dynamic
image.

VCs work similarly to SBTs except, they are off-chain
and private by default. The holder of the VC can choose
to display what and to whom. VCs are linked to an on-

Credentials that are preferred to be public
by default would be issued as SBTs (for
example, taking a loan would need to be public
information so that a Soul doesn’t over-extend
their borrowing power). VCs would be would
be used for all other credentials. VCs can
hold PII or any other information that the user
would like to have privacy controls over.

chain wallet via a unique identifier called Decentralised
Identifier (DID). The standards for VCs and DIDs have
been defined by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).

So while a wallet can hold NFTs and FTs,
the addition of SBTs and VCs (via DIDs)
will enable a truly decentralised society
to exist and would unlock a number of use
cases that go beyond finance in Web 3.0.
35
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Since individual parameters in SBTs and VCs
can be indexable and quantifiable, arithmetic
and logical operations can be performed on
them. This enables for reputation-reliant and
interest-based decision making use cases like
hiring, joining communities, lending, etc.

36

In DeEd, the right
combination of SBTs
and VCs can be
used to represent a
360 degree profile
for a Student. Their
wallet can house
and represent a
verified record of all
their achievements,
experiences and every
unit of reputation that
is accumulated in the
real world.
Under 25 Universe

Incentive Structures

For example: If an expert builds a community of coders by teaching frontend
development, an agency business can be created. The community create models for
revenue share.
Application protocols can tap into DLCs to monetise their communities. They can design:
Token-based pricing models in exchange for products and services.
User acquisition / retention strategies based on token-based rewards.

For DLCS

Governance
structures

D

AN

ownership,

Incentive,

Token-based economies can form around DLCs. These tokens can be application-native,
DLC-native (if the DLC becomes big enough), or any other crypto asset. Interesting
business use cases can emerge to make a DLC profitable and self-sustaining.

Ownership Structures
A DLC is a self-sovereign community. It can be plugged into different application contexts,
but ownership remains with the community.
Reputation of a member built within a DLC is owned by the member and can be showcased
across the internet.

DLCs can function like DAOs.

Governance Structures
Similar to a DAO, various voting structures based on concepts like Governance tokens and
Quadratic Voting can be enabled in DLCs.
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The Under 25 Universe
(referred to henceforth
as Universe) is an
ever-expanding
phygital network that
co-ordinates all DeEd
network participants and
brings an enhanced
learning experience via
incumbent stakeholders,
peer-to-peer learning
and its own frameworks.
It aims to become the
world’s largest studentfocused community with
its first principle - “take the
student seriously”.

The Universe has 10 years
of its insights from,
Building youth culture
Building genuine trust within the network
by engaging with students, valuing them
and nurturing their needs. This has been
executed by creating digital communities on
incumbent social networks that have created
1B+ impressions and physical edutainment
events across India with over 100k students in
attendance.

Fostering student leadership
Educating students through curated
experiences aimed at enabling them to take
charge of their own communities. Under 25 has
built and scaled frameworks for permissionless
leverage of 500+ academic institutions in India
executed via thoughtful hyperlocal student
representation.

Impacting the student wallet
Enabling freedom and agency by driving
commercial value, discounts and cash to this
financially dependent demographic.
With these learnings, the Universe has built a
suite of applications that productises DeEd
fundamentals to co-ordinate various DeEd
network participants.
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Fundamentals of
Learning in the
Under 25 Universe

From the New York Times, October 5, 1952
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Lorem ipsum
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Head
Heart
& Hand

Autonomy
over
Authority
AUTONO

The Universe believes that when the Head, Heart and Hand
are aligned, learning stands to be the most effective.

MY
AUTHORITY

John Pestalozzi (viewed as the father of modern education) uses the word ‘head’ to designate man’s ability to
detach himself through reflection from the world and his confused impressions thereof by developing concepts
and ideas.

A self-governing and inherently motivated student community opens up infinite possibilities for the growth
of a student. Voluntary action driven by awareness, perspective, peer validation and relevance is more
sustainable and impactful than involuntary action driven by authority.

43

HE

HE

Matter
Over
Medium

Exceptional quality of subject-matter at the
core of every piece of learning material in the
Universe. It can be expressed in a variety of
media depending on the situation but is of no
consequence if the matter is in itself not of a
high standard.

D,

Under 25 Universe

However, as an individual, man remains situated or even completely immersed in a world that through the
experience he undergoes makes constant demands on his sensitivity and brings him closer to his fellow men in
the struggle to control nature through work: this is the domain of the heart. Acted upon, therefore, by what exists
and challenged by what ought to be, man has no alternative but to use this continuous conflict which he faces
faire and square in order to fashion his own being: that is the work of the hand.
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Lore m ipsum
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Power and responsibility shifts to the
hands of the student.

Gamified
Assessment

Independent
Thought

The primary learning framework across the Universe consists of,
Drills: Daily, quick and easy-to-consume training modules.
Quests: Long term objectives toward a specific learning outcome.
Quests are made up of Missions.
Missions: Short term objectives that cover all aspects of the cor
responding Quest’s objective. Missions are made up of Steps.
Steps: Actionable learning activities. Smallest measurable unit of
action in the Universe.
Levels: Completion of Missions, Drills and Quests level up the
student in the universe and unlock tangible tangible benefits.
Levels are recorded on the Avatar SBT.
Houses: Communities that seek to serve a specific social cause.
There are 7 Houses in the Universe and each House stands
for a certain set of social principles that students would
connect and identify it.

Independent thought is an individual’s free thinking mind to be wired for curiosity and thinking in their own
capacity, not (mis)guided by conventions, media or stereotypes.
The most powerful trait for a learner is their deep curiosity asking better questions. Curiosity is thwarted
in the large majority of students as conformity is applauded and encouraged. If we are able to retain a
student’s natural ability to think, deduce and spark curiosity, we enable learning at an accelerated pace.
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N

Students today learning at a faster pace
than ever. AAA means learning is free
from the shackles of location, schedules
and arbitrarily set timelines.

N

A

Peer
to Peer
Learning

Anytime
Anywhere,
At your
own Pace.

Effective learning happens when curious minds
are on a journey together, and unite as a collective
force. A collective dive into the unknown drives
each individual.

Under 25 Universe
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#FF

Deep
Dive

Lorem ipsum

7300

Lorem ipsum

Domain-specific knowledge imparted by experts in
the form of,

*Steven Pressfield, The War of Art

Playbooks: Mental models, frameworks and
experiences packed into a standardized format.
Indexable and attributable to author.
Townhall : Live sessions (physical + online).
One-Question: Gamified question framework to
interact with Experts.
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Artist-Like
Workmanship
A writer writes with his genius; a portraitist paints
with hers. Everyone who creates art, operates from
their sacramental center. The Universe designs
tools, processes and systems with the aim of aiding
students to operate from their sacramental center and
create like an artist.

#00

Under 25 Universe
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Under 25 Universe

DeEd
NETWORK
PARTICIPANTS
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Under 25 Universe: Under 25 will be the sole
Validator for all learning activities performed within
the Under 25 App like Quests, Missions, Steps,
Drills, Townhalls and every new learning paradigm
designed and launched by the Universe. VCs with
indexable and quantifiable parameters will be issued
in the form of “badges” and “stamps” for completion
of these activities.

is age

d betw
een 13

Apps and dApps (like ed-techs): Issue credentials
for reputation earned within their applications.
Academic Institutions: Issue academic credentials
(like marks-sheets and college degrees)
Institution Affiliates (clubs, fests, fraternities,
sororities, alumni associations, etc.): Issue
credentials for reputation earned within their
communities.
Companies: Issue work experience credentials to
current and former employees.
DAOs: Issue credentials for reputation earned within
a DAO.

and 25

.

Professional bodies: Issue professional credentials
earned within their contexts.
Non-Professional bodies: Issue non-professional
credentials earned within their contexts.
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Enablers add value
to students in the Universe
by providing opportunities,
access or financial
resources.
Companies

Outerspace is the equivalent of the “Experts” in
DeEd network participant.

Provide Branded Steps, Missions &
Quests, Deals, Wardrobe, Supplies and
Grants.

DAOs

Every member of Outerspace adds value
to students through Townhalls, Playbooks,
Jobs, Quests, Missions and Steps. Within the
Universe, they are able build a community of
their own. They are also eligible to be speakers
at the Under 25 events like Under 25 Summit
and the Under 25 Summit at Campus. Incentive
structures are setup for Outerspace to receive
SBTs, VCs and monetary rewards basis their
involvement in the Universe.

Provide Branded Steps, Missions &
Quests, Deals, Wardrobe, Supplies and
Grants.

Scholarship & Grant
Programs:
Provide Grants.

Educators / Teachers

Lending Protocols
Provide under-collateralized loans.

Thought leaders, domain
experts & professionals

Non-Profits

Students in the Universe
who have reached
the Enabler level

Provide Branded Steps, Missions &
Quests and Grants.
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Explorer

Doer

55

Doer

Maker

Artist

Architect

Enabler

Maker

Under 25 Universe
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Exploring the
Universe

Establishing a
Soulbound Identity
in the
Under 25
Universe

A student can
explore the Universe
via a mobile-first application
called the Under 25 App.

I
Student Soul

II
Avatar SBT

A Soul is a wallet issued after a Student
undergoes KYC on the Under 25 app. The
wallet will be able to hold FTs, NFTs, SBTs
and any other form of token supported by the
Ethereum blockchain.

Under 25 will issue an Avatar SBT to a Soul
via a Souldrop (similar to an airdrop). This
SBT is the Student’s identity in the Under 25
Universe. Souls will be able to interact with
the Under 25 Universe only after receiving
this SBT. It is dynamic and can be leveled up
by performing actions in the Universe and
contributing to the community. Since the
SBT is on-chain, it is made sure that no PII is
recorded on the SBT.

One of Under 25’s goals is to educate and
on-board as many Students as possible onto
Web 3.0 in the most seamless and purposeful
manner possible.
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PLAY

The Joy of Learning
59
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The core
objective is to
make
education an
activity that
resembles the
frameworks of
any game.

The Universe has designed gamified learning
frameworks for every type of learning
activity - Quests, Missions, Steps, Drills as
described in the previous section. Experts
can create learning experiences using these
frameworks and utilising various types of
media (text, video, audio, live, offline, etc)
within them.
These activities are designed to be fun and
habit-forming. Gamification in the Universe is
designed to remove the zero-sum effect of
incumbent education systems. For example:
Limited number of seats in top academic
institutions creates a zero-sum effect where
a Student’s access to education at these
institutions is at the expense of another.
Some key features of Play to Learn in the
Universe are:
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I

II

Rich social and
professional graphs

Peer-to-Peer
Learning via DLCs

III

IV

V

Indexable and quantifiable
progress indicators
(stamps and badges)

Quantifiable
self-discovery
mechanisms

Single player,
team player,
community player

Under 25 Universe

There are 252 Drills designed with the goal of
picking up professional qualities & first principles
for life. Completing Drills leads to unlocks across
the Universe.
There are an ever-increasing number of Quests
to embark upon. Each Quest is a DLC.

Each Quest consists of 5 Levels.

Level 3 onwards, there are an everincreasing number of Missions that
Students can choose from. These
Missions are designed by the Universe,
Experts and Enablers.
5 Missions need to be completed to
complete a Level.
Each Mission consists of 5 Steps.
Each Step is an actionable that results in
a learning, assessment or community
outcome.

Drills
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s
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There are 5 Missions each in
Level 1 and 2.

Each Step, Mission and Quest contributes
to an individual Student Score (described
later in the paper).
There are 10 bonus missions called
House Missions that can be found in
each House. They are acts of service
toward the society.
Each network participant can curate
their own DLC basis their participation
in the Universe.
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Our
framework
enables
students to
earn tangible
assets and
currency.

I
Branded Steps
One-day jobs or freelancing gigs. Students are paid
upon completion.

II
Branded Missions

The Universe has designed monetary
incentive systems around completing
learning activities. The rewards are in
the form of different crypto assets. This
is guided by the belief that increasing a
Student’s digital net worth will positively
impact their learning behaviour.
In today’s age, earning while learning is a
very active part of the Student learning
lifestyle. Students explore short-duration
gigs and jobs, internships that are mandatory
in most courses and work full-time while
studying.
Play to Earn is facilitated by enabling Experts
and Enablers to launch Branded Steps &
Missions, Jobs and Grants. The aim is
to educate Students in specific domains
related to these companies which promote
their brand philosophy, build & engage
their community and fulfill their business
requirements. Students can earn from,
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Internships that last for 2-3 months. Students are paid
monthly.

III
Jobs
Full-time jobs posted in the Jobs marketplace.

IV
Grants
Funds for deserving Students to enhance their learning
cycle and career trajectory. For example, funding for a
Master’s Degree Program.

Under 25 Universe

As students
complete
Quests,
contribute
to learning
communities
and level up in
the Universe,
they unlock,

I
Deals
Curated deals offered
by companies in the
Universe that help
Students save money
on student-related
products & services.

II
Wardrobe
New-age fashion for the
phygital world.

III
Supplies
Productivity tools for Students.
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Learn
Study the ideals
Core tenets of the Quest

Know
Past Experiences (Bodies of Ideologies)
Rationale (Why and What?)

A strong desire to know or learn something.

What is curiosity?

r
e
r
o
l
p
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Mission
An important assignment given to a
person or group of people

Action
The fact or process of doing something
typically to achieve an aim

The action or process
performing a mission or function.

What is performance?
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Innate Disposition
Innate / Inborn Temperamental Make up
Your Instincts

Essential Qualities
Courage
Justice
Temperance
Wisdom

The essential qualities needed for something.

What is making?

r
e
k
a
M
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Technical
Relating to a particular subject, art, or craft, or its techniques.

Imaginative
Having or showing inventiveness.

Creative
Relating to or involving the use of the imagination or
original ideas to create something

Art is a creative activity that expresses
imaginative or technical skill.

What is Art?

Artist
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Structure
The blueprint; construct or arrange according to a plan; give a
pattern or organization to.

Elements
The parts that constitute to the whole.

Assembling
Fit together the separate component parts of a whole.

The art or business of assembling
elements into a structure.

What is building?

Architect
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Means
A method or way of doing something.

Autonomy
The right or condition of self-government.

Give (someone) the autonomy or means
to do something; make it possible for.

What is enable?

Badges, Stamps and Scoring
Every VC and its parameters can be visually
represented on the Under 25 App as “Badges”
and “Stamps”. Since VCs are dynamic, badges and
stamps can be leveled up.
VCs usually carry some quantifiable parameters
that are set by the Under 25 Validator Initiative
depending on the type of standard used by the
Validator. The Universe uses these parameters
to compute an individual “Student Score” and
“Compatibility Score” covered in the next section.

Reputation in
the

Profile
The wallet address of the Soul is used to create
a unique DID for the Student. This DID will point to
the student’s DID Document which holds all the
VCs and access permissions in a JSON format.
The DID Document enables a layer of privacy and
consent which allows for PII to be recorded on
VCs

Studen
reputat ts in the Univer
ion by r
eceivingse can capture
, va
VCs and
SBTs ba lidate and own
sis their
e
actions very aspect of
t
in the U
niverse. heir
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On the Under 25 App, the “Profile” accesses the
DID Document and represents its content visually
via badges and stamps (depending on user
permissions). Students will have the option of
displaying badges, stamps and scores to relevant
network participants according to specific use
cases. For example: A Student looking to land a
design job can display design-related credentials
to the company they apply to.
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In the
Under 25 Universe,
every student’s
identity and reputation
is ensured -

Consent
A Student needs to accept a VC before it gets
added to the DID Document. This eliminates the
possibility of spam or objectionable material being
airdropped into the DID Document.

Privacy
Apps need to request permission of exact
parameters that they would like to access. This
enables the Student to provide specific data that
is relevant to specific apps.

Ownership
The Student owns their own reputation because
the DID Document lives on a decentralized storage
network. They can plug into any application via
their DID and showcase exactly what they want to
about themselves.

Under 25 Universe

Inner
Workings
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Measurable
Reputation -

PRIORITISING THE

Student Score

STUDENT

The current education system is designed to teach, enable and validate specialized knowledge
in various domains. However, there is no acknowledgement & validation for a distinct character
& personality in a Student. Through a variety of experiences, beliefs, and independent
thought, every human is unique and dynamic. Education systems of today are based on an
archaic premise of reducing a student to a small set of adjectives based on limited validation.
Reputation capture that exists today - mark-sheets, GPA, activity certificates etc. are limited,
scattered and cannot be represented easily.
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The Universe lays emphasis on the holistic growth
of the Students’ personality and domain skills
and rewarding them with personalised access
to opportunities based on accrued reputation.

Under 25 Universe
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Student
Score
What is a
Student Score?
The Student Score is an aggregate score that
represents the Student’s activities, abilities,
and achievements by running algorithms on
every unit reputation that they accrue from
Validators in the network.

How a “Student Score” is calculated?

Why is a Student
Score required?

We begin by defining various Activities that are performed inside and outside the
Under 25 Universe. An Activity inside the Universe is called an Internal activity and includes,

A Student Score is used by all network participants.
Some use cases are as follows.

Quests, Atoms & Townhalls. Activities will continuously be added in the future. Activities
outside the Universe that result in a certification are called External Activities.

The right Student gets
matched with the right role
at the right company.

For example, college degrees, music certifications, internship certificates, etc.

All Activities that are validated digitally under the standards set by the Under 25 Validation

The right Student gets
matched with the right
course at the right
academic institution.

Initiative are called Verified Activities. All Internal Activities are Verified Activities.

The vision of the Under 25 Validation Initiative is to maximize the number of ‘External

The right company hires the
right Student that fits their
criteria - domain expertise,
culture, work ethic etc.

Activities’ becoming Verified Activities by strengthening the Validator Network by
continuously adding Validators.

We will limit the scope of this paper to “Internal Activities” only.

The right academic
institution admits the
right Students.
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Activities

Parameter 5: Breadth Weight

An “Activity” is defined by 7 parameters.

A pre-defined number between 0 and 1 denotes the difficulty of the Activity. We denote

Parameter 1: Type

Breadth Weight as ‘x’.

A string that describes the type of “Activity” from a pre-defined ‘Activity List’.
For example Type could be “Quest” or “Townhall”.

We define ‘x = 1’ for ‘Quests’. ‘x’ for other ‘Activities’ will be defined at a future date.

Parameter 2: Completed Steps

Parameter 6: Depth Weight

A number that keeps track of how many Steps of the Activity have been completed. We

A dynamic score that is attributable to an Activity i based on its y. We denote

denote Completed Steps as cs.

Depth Weight as w.
‘w’ is assigned according to the Activity’s ‘y’ using the following table,

Parameter 3: Total Steps
A number that describes the total number of steps required to complete the Activity. We

Activity Completion % (y)

Depth Weight (w)

denote Total Steps as ts.

0% - 49%

1 * (1-RR)

50% - 59%

1.5

60% - 69%

2

70% - 79%

2.5

80% - 89%

3.5

90% - 100%

5

Parameter 4: Activity Completion
Activity Completion is a percentage value describing how much of an Activity is completed.
We denote Activity Completion as y.

Table 1: Depth Weight (w) according to Activity Completion % (y)

For any Activity ‘i’ , we calculate y follows,
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Unit Score
Note: RR is Reduction Ratio, defined in a later section.

A constant attributed to a Step. Unit Score is set to 0.1 and is denoted as ‘us’.

Weighted Average Degree of Completion (WADC)
Parameter 7: Compatibility Tag

We define Weighted Average Degree of Completion (WADC) of a specific Student ‘a’ as

A string that denotes the category or domain of the Activity. For example, “design” or

the sum-product of Activity Completion % (y) and Breadth Weight (x) for every Activity i

“finance”.

in their Activity Library divided by the total number of Activities initiated by the Student (n).

Activity List
The collection of all Types of Activities forms the Activity List.
Activity Library
For any given Student, the Activity Library is an array of all Activities initiated. The Student

WADC_a represents the depth of learning of Student ‘a’ across all the Activities in their

Score is calculated upon evaluation of all Activities in the Student’s Activity Library.

Activity Library.

The number of Activities in a Student’s Activity Library contributes to the Student’s

Example:: Let us assume Student ‘a’ is doing 3 Quests and we would like to calculate
Example

Breadth. Breadth is denoted as ‘n’ which is the total number of Activites initiated by the

WADC_a. The ‘ts’ for Quest is defined to be 125. Since there are 3 Activities in this

Student.

Student’s Activity Library, n = 3.

Steps

Activity

Type

Breadth Weight (x)

Steps Completed (cs)

Activity Completion % (y)

The smallest unit of an Activity is called a ‘Step’. Completion of a ‘Step’ in an ‘Activity

1

Quest

1

1 * (1-RR)

(75/125)% = 60%

increases cs.

2

Quest

1

1.5

(50/125)% = 40%

Quest

3

Quest

1

2

(62/125)% = 50%

Quest is defined as a Type of Activity in the Activity List. Each Quest is made up of 125
Steps. Each Step carries a ‘Unit Score’.
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T-Spread & B-Spread Cohorts

Student Score

Students whose WADC ≥ 50% are added to the T-Spread (Top Student Spread) cohort. This

The Student Score for any Student ‘a’ is an aggregate score that represents the Student’s

subset of Students is called Student_T. All individual WADC values of Students in Student_T`

abilities and is calculated as follows.

are added to the array WADC_T.

The number of Activities in the Student’s Activity Library = n.

The median of WADC_T is defined as WADC_mt.

Students not in T-Spread are part of the B-Spread (Bottom Spread) cohort. This subset of

For the sake of simplicity, we have referred to Student [ a ]. Activity [ i ] as Activity [ i ]

Students is called Student_B.

where i ≤ n.

Reduction Ratio (RR)

Compatibility Scoring

Reduction Ratio (RR) is a number between 0 and 1.

Cohorts are created for Activities that can be segregated into domains in the Universe.

For Students in the Student_B cohort, any Activity i where Activity [ i ]. y < 50%,

Examples for domains are, “design”, “finance”, “sports”, etc.

RR is applied to the corresponding Activity[ i ]. w as described in Table 1.
This is a drag on the Student Score for Activities where y < 50% for Students in the

A Compatibility Score is a Student Score specific to each domain which enhances the

Student_B cohort as described in Table 1. This encourages Students to go deeper into

validation of a Student’s depth of knowledge.

their Activities.
For any Student ‘a’ belonging to Student_B ,RR is calculated as follows,

Compatibility Score for a specific domain uses the same method of calculation as the
Student Score but using the dataset of the relevant domain. The dataset is derived by
filtering by Compatibility Tag.

For Students in Student_T, RR is set to 0.
9565
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NOTES

Growth Index
An index is a statistical measure of change in a cohort.

Like a stock market index, we create indices for Students to measure their growth with
respect to a relevant cohort.

All individual ‘SS’ values of Students in Student_T are added to the array SS_T.
The Universe Growth Index (UGI) is represented as,

We create cohorts for each Compatibility Tag. This enables us to create Growth Indices
for each specific domain. Students can compare their progress with UGI or their relevant
domain progress with indices representing these domains.
Examples of Growth Indices for specific domains are: Design Growth Index, Finance Growth
Index, etc.

We calculate Growth Index (GI) for a specific Compatibility Tag c as the mean SS of all Students
belonging to Student_T who have initiated Activities with Compatibility Tag = c.
This cohort of Students are called Student_Tc and we add their SS values to SS_Tc
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The student has a plethora of
opportunities in the Under 25
Universe. From augmented reality,
to leadership to self-care, there’s
something for everyone who
wishes to truly belong in a space
with other like-minded students
across several institutions.
Student intent and hunger weighs
over academics & popularity.
The following case studies detail
existing relationships setup in
the Under 25 Universe between
Students and Enablers. Students
have been given opportunities
to monetise their skills, talent
and leadership abilities by
representing, working with and
creating content for various
companies and their endeavours.
These activities have been
previously run as cohort-based
fellowship programs and are going
to be digitised and productised as
Quests, Missions and Steps.
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Space Warriors

Student Creators
Imparting confidence in
students who wish to create and bridge
the gap between hobbies and professions, the
Student Creators learn from the best in the industry to
up their content game. With increasing access and ease of
entry into creative professions, it’s imperative that we equip our
students to capitalize on a booming creator economy that focuses on
letting them create their own content, and learn how to constantly take it
up a notch in terms of quality.

Students
in pursuit of looking for a role that
grooms them into leaders for life embark on a
journey to become “Space Warriors”. The academic
year of a Space Warrior is highlighted by 10 learning
projects - Community Building, Storytelling, Communication,
and Building an IP to name a few. Taking in the learnings and
inculcating them with each of their missions, the Space Warriors then
geared up to launch and create their own online communities
represented by an Interest or their respective campuses leveling them up
to receive the title of a “Space Admin”.
These Space Admins then organise online and offline experiences for their
communities thereby driving the Under 25 Culture and Ethos towards
responsible individual progress. All Space Admins got to visit the Under 25 HQ
from all across the country and meet each other for the very first time after
months of learning and interacting with each other virtually.

The Student Creators explored topics such as creating vision boards, how to talk
to a camera, how to write to a brand as well as essential terms in a deal to know
before signing with an agency.
With over 350+ Student Creators in the network from 110+ colleges spanning 193
cities, they’ve disrupted the internet with over 5000+ posts on Instagram with a belt of
400+ Branded Videos and 8500+ Cards on the Under 25 App. Zooming out at the
waves the creators have made, their collective reach is over 2.3M+ and counting,
slamming it with 10M+ impressions throughout till date. In 6 months of inception of
the cohort, INR 5 Lakh + Rupees has been put back into the Student wallet through cash
and kind alike on basis of all the branded projects they have done with,
Kra Crew, Roposo, Only Earth to name a few.

The SWF successfully launched 105 Space Admins and graduated over 300+
Space Warriors from across the board. With more than 100+ student
communities led and managed by students themselves, colleges
witnessed their very own students making a change be it through
campaigns, content creation, building culture or taking a stand on
relevant issues to the Students.

The future is bright for creators and more so for Student Creators who
influence micro to macro communities from the grassroots itself.

Spaces created by the students have crossed over
5,00,000 views, and around INR 10 Lakh was added back
to the student wallet in the year 2021-22.
Across the globe, over 300+ micro
communities have reached over
1 Lakh Students.

The Creators came together at a Creator Camp where they met
their fellow Creators, made collaborative reels, and built a
strong culture that they took back to their own cities
creating more such Creator Meets driving the
Under 25 culture all over.

337
Total Number
of RCs

110+
193

Number
of Colleges

Number
of Cities

These students lived and breathed the Under 25 Philosophy
day in and day out making them leaders for life.
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5000+
Number of
posts on
Instagram

8500+
400+
Total Number
of Branded
Videos

Total number
of cards

2.3 Million+
Collective reach

10,000,000+
Impressions

Under 25 Universe

Opinion Leaders:
Snapchat

Overall Metrics Snapchat Spotlight Program
120
Total Number
of Creators

20

We
began a Multi-Year association
with Snapchat where we were the reason
behind creating the most impactful hyperlocal
network through our student community for Snapchat.

20,000+
Number
of Videos

20 Million +
Number
of Views

Number
of Cities

150k+
Number of
Subscribers

This association then went on to become India’s largest Student Lens
Creator Community which has been taking over the internet with over 4.5+
Billion Views! Between May 2021 to April 2022, over 200 Snapchat Opinion
Leaders (SOLs) have created over 5605 lenses which have accumulated a
monumental 10.3+ Billion Views and whopping 300,000+ subscribers to the Snapchat
Opinion Leaders from over 377 campuses.

8
10
3

We build culture and increase learning within the cohort through important technical
workshops called “Lens Studio” wherein we’ve seen over 1656 students attend the same to
dive deeper into the world of Augmented Reality. Apart from AR, they’ve also learnt quite a bit
in areas such as Graphic Design, Video Editing, Photography and Storytelling.
Our most important goal was to create a safe space that enables students across the country
to delve into the world of AR, create lenses & Geo-Filters on Snapchat and take over the
internet. It is safe to say they have taken the internet by storm and have only just begun.
We also worked with Snapchat on creating the “Snapchat Spotlight” which was a creator
program aimed to foster and guide the growing talent of creators for Snapchat. With the likes
of Sanjeeta Bhattacharya, Yahya Bootwala, and Pulkit Kochar teaching these students the
intricacies of creating on the internet through more than 42+ sessions of our IP “Creator
Room”, this group too saw it’s depth of successes with over 120 Creators from 20 cities
who collectively were responsible for 20K+ videos. These videos made waves in the
internet with 20M+ views on Snapchat’s platform owing to bringing in 150K+
subscribers.

8000+
Number of
collaborative
videos

42
Number of
Creator Rooms

Creators were approached by the
Snapchat Global Team in LA for PR and Marketing Opportunities
Creators featured in Snap in India 2021 Global Event
for their exemplary work
Creators were organically verified and became Snapstars

Began a multi year association with Snapchat, where we enabled Snapchat to develop a hyperlocal
network through the Student Community. Overall reach of 10.3 billion + views with reach in over 350 colleges

Overall Metrics Student Opinion Leader

Collaboration is always > competition and we saw over 8000+ collaborative
videos with creators sitting in different parts of the country and creating
together. What’s exemplary about this set of students is that 8
creators were approached by the Snapchat Global Team in LA for
PR and Marketing Opportunities, 10 Creators featured in
“Snap in India 2021 Global Event” for their exemplary
work and 3 Creators were organically
verified who then became
Snapstars.

5605
Lenses
Created

300,000

10.3
Billion
Views

Subscribers

377
Campuses
Reached

1656
42

Attendees

200
SOLs from
200 Campuses

Lens Studio Workshops
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Opinion Leaders:
mCaffeine

Gaming
Today
being a gamer is not just a
hobby, it’s much more than that. Our
Original Gamers (OGs) are a cohort who work
towards enhancing that experience. Every interaction,
demonstration, collaboration, and expedition will aim toward
taking the player experience to the next level. It has grown into a
space for everyone who wants to keep their passion for gaming alive and
want to build a career out of their hobby of “gaming”. We believe and
encourage players to get out of their comfort zone and start their journey of
gaming with over 250 OGs from 28 cities and 55 campuses.

5 Lakh +
digital media impressions by
200 students.
Endless assignments, recurring exams, projects,
submissions, relationships, active social life, and networking to
stay ahead, are just a few of the things a student has to constantly
deal with most times inducing stress and overwhelm. Based on this
insight, Under 25 in association with mCaffeine foster mCaffeine Opinion
Leaders - our group of go-getters who believe in leading the millennial outlook on
skincare, and well-being and creating a culture for it in their networks and societies.

Under 25 Gaming has successfully worked with brands like Facebook and Slay
generating over 48 Live Stream Hours, 3.4L Stream Views and 1.4M+ impressions in
association with Facebook Gaming and has generated over 25+ Live Stream Hours, 1.5L Live
Stream Views and 1.29M+ Impressions in association with Slay. We aim to nurture and refine
the state of the student gaming and streaming community. Under 25 Gaming unlocks their
talent and spreads their love for gaming which was further witnessed when the OGs collectively
garnered 1.6 Lakh watch hours and over 53K views.

This is currently a 200-student strong community where the students create content,
curate offline and online experiences, and drive conversations around self-care and
well-being primarily. They learn from Drills, attempt missions, and unlock goodies and
opportunities that otherwise aren’t easily available to students in a niche space like Self Care
and Well Being which are areas often slightly explored or not explored at all especially by
Students. The MOLs learnt from the likes of Jova Ferrerya, Saloni Chopra, and Kavya Ajit what
Self Care is, Creating art, and Why Taking a Break Is Okay to guide their first steps in shaping
the narrative of self care and well being. These students on consistently performing well within
the program, will get to visit the headquarters of mCaffeine in the future where they will
understand the Emotion and Ethos behind mCaffeine’s brand values and what goes on in the
creative and coffee-smelling lab of the brand. Although in it’s early stages, the MOLs haven’t
shyed away from making noise on the internet themselves generating over 350K+ Views in
their first month who are a dynamic group of 200 Students with a collective following of
250K+ Followers on Instagram.

There are 3 types of gamers amongst the OGs
The Pro Gamer, The Casual Gamer, The Streamer
But we don’t judge, we’re open to everyone who wants to start somewhere when it comes to
Gaming. We are building a Non-Toxic community of gamers across all gaming genres and
continue to look forward to gamers who are passionate and proactive about gaming
by heart.

When asked why they wish to be a part of a cohort like this, their responses perfectly
align with our vision of bridging the gap between the awareness and culture of
selfcare and well being and being the enablers who make this a reality for
students within their networks.
They’re indeed #addictedtogood and on their way to exploding their
#moltakeover mission.

Launched the Mcaffeine Opinion Leader Program,
where students interested in the selfcare space create hyperlocal communities in their campuses
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350K+ Views

250K+ Followers

Overall collective views
for May Missions

Collective ID reach of
all MOLs put together

Under 25 x Facebook Gaming

Under 25 x Slay

48

1.4 Million +

24 +

1.29 M+

Total Live
Stream Hours

Impressions

Live
Stream Hours

Impressions

3.4L+

1.5L+

Live Stream
Views

Live Stream views

Overall Metrics
for Gaming Fellowship
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250

Students

28

Cities

55

Colleges
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Through Student Fellowships
as incentives.

Through Deals.

Added back to the
Student Wallet.
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Metrics from the closed private beta of the Under 25 App.
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SBT
Standards
SBT as a concept is at a nascent stage. As novel and exciting its use cases sound for the
community, we need to be in tune and agile towards the best practices and developments with
regards to privacy and security.

Concerns

Key Management
and Security

As we navigate through these
exciting times of bringing a large
non-crypto-native community into
the Web 3.0 ecosystem, we need to
be cognizant of certain concerns
that we are striving hard to address
in our roadmap
roadmap.
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The Under 25 App would initially keep an encrypted backup of all Students’ private keys. We would need to
ensure best practices of security and privacy as we implement this at scale.
In the interest of decentralisation, we would give the option of removal of private keys from our database to
Students in our Universe upon detailed education and careful validation of their progress. We would need
to keep abreast with the various solutions proposed in the Web 3.0 community, be agile in our action and
evaluate and carefully choose the most viable solution in implementing recoverability.
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The gamification of education through Quests, Missions and Drills,
which further unlock benefits like Experiences, Wardrobe and
Supplies, while also helping students discover Jobs and Deals making this journey of learning fun, sustainable and self-motivated.
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